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Effective Modeling Approach for IaaS Data
Center Performance Analysis under
Heterogeneous Workload
Xiaolin Chang, Ruofan Xia, Jogesh K. Muppala, Kishor S. Trivedi, Jiqiang Liu
Abstract—Heterogeneity prevails not only among physical machines but also among workloads in real IaaS Cloud data centers
(CDCs). The heterogeneity makes performance modeling of large and complex IaaS CDCs even more challenging. This paper
considers the scenario where the number of virtual CPUs requested by each customer job may be different. We propose a
hierarchical stochastic modeling approach applicable to IaaS CDC performance analysis under such a heterogeneous workload.
Numerical results obtained from the proposed analytic model are verified through discrete-event simulations under various system
parameter settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

I

NFRASTRUCTURE as a service (IaaS) cloud services are
being commercially offered, in which IaaS Cloud service
providers (CSPs) allocate virtual computing resources to cus‐
tomers in the form of virtual machines (VMs) deployed on
Physical Machines (PMs). The worldwide cloud service
market is to see a fast growth of IaaS with a five‐year
Compound Annual Growth Rate of 31.7% [1]. With the ever‐
increasing dependence on cloud services from customers, an
important issue facing CSPs is the evaluation of cloud service
performance so as to lower various management costs with‐
out violating Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, which
are commonly specified via Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Analytic modeling is an effective performance evaluation ap‐
proach. Stochastic models (see [7]‐[10] and the references
therein) have been proposed for evaluating the IaaS CDC per‐
formance under the assumption that all VMs are homogene‐
ous. In actual CDCs, the capacities and/or types of physical
and/or virtual resources requested by customers may be dif‐
ferent [2], leading to VM heterogeneity.
Fig. 1 describes the process of handling a customer re‐
quest in a typical IaaS CDC, including a PM Search&Allo‐
cation server (PMSA) and a pool of PMs. PMSA is respon‐
sible for locating a PM to allocate to a customer job. A PM
can run multiple VMs concurrently and each job is for a
VM. The main objective of this paper is to explore an effec‐
tive analytic modeling approach for performance analysis
of the CDC described in Fig.1 under heterogeneous work‐
load. We consider the simple workload heterogeneity, i.e.
only the number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs) requested by

each customer job may be different. The type and amount
of other resources requested by each job are the same.
Thus, VMs considered in this paper are heterogeneous in
terms of their allocated vCPUs. We use VM size to denote
the number of vCPUs occupied by a VM in the rest of the
paper.
The main contributions are summarized as follows:
1) A monolithic model for a PM under heterogeneous
workload is developed. To our knowledge, we are the
first to allow the number of vCPUs requested by a cus‐
tomer job to follow a general distribution. The models
proposed in [16] and [17] considered heterogeneous
workload but they both assumed the uniform distribu‐
tion of VM size. The workload analysis of some real
CDCs [18] indicated the incorrectness of this assump‐
tion. Our literature investigation also shows that we are
the first to consider the PM scenario where more than
one heterogeneous job in the PM waiting queue goes
into service concurrently after a job departure. Both [16]
and [17] considered the scenario where only one job en‐
ters into service after a job departure. Our PM modeling
method integrates three kinds of information into de‐
termining the state transitions due to a job departure
and into the calculation of state transition rates. Namely,
(i) the number of vCPUs released by a departing job; (ii)
the number of jobs starting VM service after a job de‐
parture and (iii) the vCPU number requested by a job
going into service.
2) A novel hierarchical modeling approach is proposed for
————————————————
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arriving job only to those PMs whose waiting queues
are not full. Such PMs are denoted as nonFULL PMs in
the rest of the paper. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to model this scenario. An iterative algo‐
rithm is proposed to achieve the job request allocation
only to nonFULL PMs in a pool. Note that an iterative‐
type algorithm was used in both [7] and [10] but for as‐
signing jobs among three pools. When there is only one
pool in the CDC, their iterative algorithm is not neces‐
sary.
3) Extensive numerical experiments and simulations are
carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the PM mono‐
lithic model and the capability of the hierarchical model
in capturing the CDC behavior. Note that the proposed
hierarchical modeling approach solves only one model
for all the PMs in the CDC and then aggregates the ob‐
tained results to approximate the CDC behavior. There‐
fore, some errors are introduced. The experiment re‐
sults in Section 5 indicate that such error is insignificant
and the proposed hierarchical modeling approach is ef‐
fective in terms of accuracy and scalability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present related work. Section 3 describes the system
and presents the hierarchical model. The details of the PM
model are presented in Section 4. Experimental results are
presented in Section 5. Section 6 describes how to extend
the PMSA model described in Section 3 to the situation of
a more complex (non‐Poisson) job arrival process at CDC.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

Fig.1 Job processing steps in a typical IaaS CDC system

2 RELATED WORK
The increasing prominence of IaaS clouds has prompted
research efforts into their performance analysis. Analytic
modeling can be applied to effectively evaluate the CDC
performance. State‐space analytic modeling approaches
(see [7], [8], [9] and the references therein) have been pro‐
posed to evaluate the performance of IaaS CDCs by assum‐
ing all VMs/servers are homogeneous. But heterogeneity
prevails not only among physical machines but also among
workloads in real IaaS CDCs:
 Physical Machine Heterogeneity. Production CDCs are of‐
ten composed of multiple types of physical machines.

These machines have heterogeneous processing capa‐
bilities, different hardware features, and varying
memory and disk sizes. Even if production CDC started
with homogeneous PMs, PMs may be upgraded or re‐
placed and the PM pool typically becomes heterogene‐
ous over time.
 Workload Heterogeneity. Production IaaS CDCs typically
receive vast numbers of heterogeneous requests with di‐
verse resource demands, durations, priorities, and per‐
formance objectives [2].
These heterogeneities result in IaaS cloud service heter‐
ogeneity. Ghosh et al. [7] discussed a scalable modeling ap‐
proach for the scenario where a PM may be in an active
state, in a sleep state or in an idle state. This paper assumes
that all the PMs are active. We leave the modeling for the
pool with different state PMs for future work.
In production CDCs, IaaS CSPs have offered various
VMs in order to meet the customers’ diverse service re‐
quests. Amazon EC2, for example, currently offers at least
twelve types of VM instances [3]. Azure offers at least five
types [4] and Rackspace offers at least seven types [5]. Re‐
cently, Khazaei et al. [16] and Wang et al. [17] considered
VM heterogeneity in terms of VM size. There are two major
differences between their work and ours:
 The number of waiting jobs that go into service after a job
completes its service and departs from the system. Khazaei
and Wang assumed there are two phases in a PM: VM
provisioning phase and VM service phase. In addition,
they assumed that there was only one server in VM pro‐
visioning phase. Thus, at most one job in the PM waiting
queue goes into VM provisioning phase when a job de‐
parts from the system. As in [8] and [15], this paper ig‐
nores VM provisioning delay, which can significantly
reduce the state space size but brings challenges to PM
modeling. The reason is that more than one job may go
into VM service after a job departure. It should be noted
that when the VM provisioning phase is considered and
there is more than one server in this phase, it is possible
for more than one job to begin VM provisioning when a
job departs from the system. The state‐transition rules
proposed in this paper can be applied to this situation.
 The distribution of the number of vCPUs released by a depart‐
ing job. Determining the exact number of the vCPUs re‐
leased by a departing job is difficult, if not impossible.
Khazaei and Wang proposed to first find out the proba‐
bilities of all the numbers of vCPUs (denoted as crel ) re‐
leased by a departing job, then apply the probabilities to
obtain the possible state transition rates. This paper fol‐
lows this approach. One major challenge in this ap‐
proach is how to calculate the probability of releasing
crel vCPUs. Khazaei assumed that crel follows the same
distribution as the number of vCPUs (denoted as creq )
requested by an arriving job. Wang pointed out this as‐
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sumption was wrong and derived the formula for com‐
puting the probability that a departing job releases crel
vCPUs, but restricted to the situation where creq is uni‐
formly distributed. This paper allows creq to follow a
general distribution and derives the formula for compu‐
ting the probability of releasing crel vCPUs. Note that
although this formula is similar to that in [17], the proof
is different.
Large scale is a fact of life in IaaS CDCs. Some of CDCs’
unique characteristics, such as the large scale and many
system parameters, make it difficult for a monolithic
model to capture the CDC behavior. Recently, Ghosh et al.
[7] and Khazaei et al.[10] proposed scalable modeling ap‐
proaches, namely using interacting stochastic models, to
overcome the complexity caused by the monolithic model
for the whole large‐scale CDC. This kind of approach de‐
composes the monolithic model into sub‐models and a
fixed‐point based iterative algorithm was applied to obtain
the final results. Ghosh and Khazaei both assumed that
PMSA looked for a candidate PM for a job request in the
whole pool. That is, each PM in a pool can be a candidate
even when its waiting queue is full. If a job is assigned to a
PM with a full queue, the job is dropped even if there exist
some PMs whose waiting queues are not full. This paper
considers a more realistic scenario, where PMSA picks up
a PM candidate randomly from the nonFULL PMs. Thus, a
job request is dropped only when the waiting queues of all
PMs are full or PMSA waiting queue is full. Both Ghosh et
al. [7] and Khazaei et al.[10] applied an iteration‐based al‐
gorithm to allocate jobs among three pools. Thus, this iter‐
ative algorithm is not used when there is only one pool.
But the iterative algorithm proposed in this paper aims to
find out nonFull PMs, working in a pool.
Besides stochastic modeling, discrete‐event simulation
and measurement‐based approaches are being adopted for
performance evaluation of cloud services [7][8]. Further‐
more, our paper is not only related to cloud resource man‐
agement under heterogeneous workload [11] and/or heter‐
ogeneous hardware [12], but also related to various tools,
such as in [22][23], which have been developed for moni‐
toring and evaluating cloud service’s behavior in order to
improve cloud service performance. It should be noted
that our modeling is complementary to these studies and
can be used to make analysis of the reasons behind the re‐
sults. Hardware and software are prone to failures in IaaS
CDCs [13] and availability models [14] to capture this be‐
havior have been proposed. Our performance model can
be coupled with these availability models for performabil‐
ity analysis.

3 HIERARCHICAL MODEL
This section first presents system description and then the
hierarchical model.

3

3.1 System description
In an IaaS Cloud, when a tenant submits a request, a VM
instance is first created according to the tenant’s resource
demand. Then a PM is determined for hosting the VM in‐
stance. When the VM instance is working, this tenant is
granted access to this VM [35]. When the tenant finishes
the work, the VM instance is released. This paper abstracts
these actions into a two‐step service, shown in Fig. 1.
PMSA service is meant for creating VM instance and de‐
termining a PM. The remaining work is denoted as VM ser‐
vice.
TABLE 1 gives variable definitions be used in the rest of
the paper. As in [7], [8], [12] and [19], the customer job ar‐
rivals at PMSA are assumed to follow a Poisson process
and searching times are assumed to be exponentially dis‐
tributed random variables with rate C . An arriving cus‐
tomer job that finds the PMSA queue full will be rejected
immediately. Once the job is admitted to the PMSA queue,
it must wait until the PMSA processes it on a First‐come,
First‐served (FCFS) basis. All PMs are homogeneous and
each PM has a waiting buffer/queue, containing at most
( KC  1) jobs. If a PM with free buffer spaces is found, the
job is put into the PM waiting queue for further service. If
all PMs’ waiting buffers are full, then the job is dropped.
Thus, a customer job may be assigned to a PM, rejected be‐
cause all PMs’ waiting queues are full, or rejected due to
insufficient PMSA buffer space. Each PM behaves inde‐
pendently from its peers within the pool, i.e., each non‐
FULL PM statistically handles 1 N nonFULL of the jobs arriv‐
ing at the pool.
We assume that the maximum number of vCPUs (de‐
noted as m ) from all co‐located VMs at a PM is pre‐de‐
fined. Fixed vCPU‐to‐core ratio is helpful for CSPs to pro‐
vide guaranteed QoS to customers. Google Compute En‐
gine (GCE) implements a single vCPU as a single hardware
hyper‐thread on the host core [6], i.e. the ratio in GCE is
fixed. We also assume that the number of vCPUs requested
by a new job follows a general distribution and the maxi‐
mum number of vCPUs requested is denoted by MC ,
which is less than m . The inter‐arrival times between suc‐
cessive arriving jobs are independent and exponentially
distributed random variables with rate 1  . If the waiting
queue is full, a job arriving at this PM is rejected immedi‐
ately. If the PM waiting queue is empty and the number of
the free vCPUs is no less than creq of the arriving job, the
job goes into service right away. Otherwise, the job goes
into the PM waiting queue. Jobs are processed FCFS on
each PM. Servers (VMs) on a PM work independently. The
service times follow an exponential distribution with rate
1  . When a busy VM/server finishes a job, it immediately
releases the occupied vCPUs. It starts serving the next job
waiting in the PM queue if the number of free vCPUs is not
less than creq of this job.  is defined as the vCPU utiliza‐



req

tion at a PM and   Parrival

c

 (m   ) , where P

creq
arrival

is the
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of jobs in the PMSA waiting queue plus any in service. The
state transition rate vector in PMSA does not depend on
any output of the bottom level model. But the PMSA out‐
put Pblock is to be used as input to the bottom level model.

req
.
expected value of Parrival

TABLE 1 DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
Notation

Description

KC

PMSA waiting buffer size plus one

PMSA

Job arrival rate at PMSA

C

Searching rate at PMSA

N

The number of total physical machines in the CDC

N nonFULL

The number of physical machines, whose waiting
queue is not full

Pblock

The blocking probability at PMSA due to the PMSA
waiting queue full
The dropping probability at a PM due to PM queue
full

Pdrop

i
j

The number of jobs in the PM waiting queue

k

The number of busy VMs or jobs in service.

MC
creq

The maximum number of vCPUs requested by a job

crel

The number of vCPUs released by a departing job.

m

The maximum number of vCPUs from all co‐located
VMs in a PM

K

PM waiting buffer size

The number of busy vCPUs in the PM

1 k  j
The number of vCPUs requested by an arriving job.

1  creq  MC
1  crel  MC

creq
arrival

P

The probability that an arriving job requests
MC

vCPUs.

P

creq 1

( j , k , crel )
Pleave

creq
arrival

describes how to use the output of PMSA model and PM
model to calculate N nonFULL and a set of steady‐state perfor‐
mance measures (defined in Section 4.2) in the scenario,
where a job is dropped only due to no nonFULL PMs if it is
not rejected due to PMSA queue being full. For numerical
experiments of the proposed hierarchical model, the PM
model in Algorithm 1 is iterated until the difference be‐
tween the previous and current values of dropping proba‐
bility (i.e., Pdrop ) on a PM is less than 10  15 .
Algorithm 1: Iterative algorithm for the steady state so‐
lutions of PM model
Input: PMSA , Pblock and 
Output:
1.

1

crel

j and k , respectively, denote the number

of busy vCPUs and the number of jobs in service on

Pblock

Pdrop  Pdrop _ new  

Pdrop _ new = Pdrop

4.



5.

Pdrop 

6.

N nonFULL  N  1  Pdrop 

PMSA  (1  Pblock )
N nonFULL
solve PM model with



;

7. endwhile
C
0

Fig.2 Two-level hierarchical
model

Pdrop =0; Pdrop _ new =1.0; N nonFULL = N

3.

a PM. Here, 1  crel  j  k  1 .

PMSA

Pdrop

2. while

The probability that a departing job releases
vCPUs.

creq

The bottom level model is the PM pool model, capturing
the second step, denoted as VM service in Fig.1. We con‐
struct a three‐dimensional CTMC model for each individ‐
ual PM (denoted as PM model in the rest of the paper and
described in Section 4) and then the overall PM pool model
consists of these individual PM models. Each PM model
requires as its input the job arrival rate at it, which is
1 N nonFULL of the job arrival rate at the pool. Algorithm 1

C

11on

C

C

KC  1

C
C

KC

Fig.3 PMSA model

3.2 Hierarchical model
Our approach uses a two‐level hierarchical model (Fig.2)
for the performance analysis of the IaaS service. The top
model is the PMSA model, capturing the PMSA service
step in Fig.1. PMSA model processes jobs one by one with‐
out considering creq of each customer job. Thus, it is an
M/M/1/K queuing model and Fig.3 gives the state transi‐
tion diagram, in which a state is described by the number

4 PM MODEL UNDER HETEROGENEOUS
WORKLOAD
This section first describes the PM model in Section 4.1.
Then Section 4.2 presents PM performance measure for‐
mulas.

4.1 State transition rules of PM model
Fig.4 shows PM model, in which a state is described by a
3‐tuple (i, j, k ) . Definitions of i, j and k are given in TABLE
1. Two kinds of events lead to a state transition: job arrival
and job departure. We describe the state transitions due to
each event in Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively.
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2
 Parrival

P

P

1
arrival

P

MC
arrival

P

P

MC
arrival

P

1
arrival

( MC  2,2, MC )
2 Pleave

2 P

(2 MC ,2, MC )
leave

2 P

( MC  2,2,2)
leave

P

1
arrival

(2,2,1)
2 Pleave

(3,2,2)
2 Pleave

( MC 1,2, MC )
2 Pleave
MC
arrival

MC
arrival

P

MC
arrival

1
 Parrival

2 P

( MC 1,2, MC 1)
2 Pleave

(3,2,1)
leave

2 P

( MC 1,2,1)
leave
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 m 1 
K  1, m  MC  1, 
 1  1
 MC


P

1
arrival

K  1, m  MC  1, m  MC  1

K  1, m  1, m  1





 m 
K  1, m, 
 1
 MC 











K  1, m, m  1




K  1, m, m

( m , m ,1) 1
m Pleave
Parrival

 m 1 
 1  1
K , m  MC  1, 
 MC


K , m  1, m  1

K , m  MC  1, m  MC  1

 m 
K , m, 
 1
 MC 

K , m, m  1

K , m, m

...

...

...

( m , m ,1)
1
m Pleave
(1  Parrival
)

Fig.4 State transitions in a PM model

(0, j , k )  (1, j , k )

4.1.1 State transitions due to job arrival
All the state transitions upon a new job arrival can be
divided into three cases: Case_A1, Case_A2 and Case_A3
as follows according to the request demand and the
amount of available resources.
Case_A1. i  0 , k  j  m and creq [1,min{MC, m  j}]

Case_A3. 0  i  K and k  j  m
When a job arrives in this case, the waiting queue is not
empty and then the arriving job gets into the waiting queue.
Equation (3) describes the state transitions and the transi‐
tion rate is C .

In this case, the arriving job can go into service immedi‐
ately because creq is no larger than the number of free
vCPUs  m  j  . Equations (1) describes all the possible
state transitions of this case.

(0, j, k )  (0, j  creq , k  1)

(1)

Here, creq [1,min{MC, m  j}] and the corresponding tran‐





req
sition rate is C  Parrival
.

Case_A2.

c

i0

(i , j , k )  (i  1, j , k )

k jm

and

creq [min{MC, m  j}  1, MC ]

(3)

4.1.2 State transitions due to job departure
When a job departs the system, there may be more than
one job in the waiting queue entering into service. Thus,
there are the following two challenges in constructing state
transition rules for a job departure event:
1)

,

(2)

How to integrate the number of vCPUs, released by
a departing job, into the calculation of state transi‐
tion rates.

2) How to integrate the number of jobs starting VM

In this case, although the waiting queue is empty when
a job arrives, creq of the job is larger than the number of
free vCPUs  m  j  . Thus, the arriving job gets into the PM
waiting queue. Equation (2) describes the state transitions
MC


creq
and the transition rate is  C 
Parrival
 .


creq  min{ MC , m  j }1







service after a job departure and each requested
vCPU number into the calculation of state transition
rates.
We tackle each challenge by first computing the proba‐
bility of each occurrence and then integrate the probabili‐
ties into the rate computation. Before describing the state
transition rules, we first define some variables and then
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( j , k ,crel )

discuss how to calculate Pleave

. Given the number of

Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ] 

busy vCPUs j and the number of jobs k in service, [ j, k ]
is defined to denote the number of ways (permutations) of
k distinct jobs/VMs sharing j vCPUs. We assume that in
the th (  [1, [ j, k ]] ) way, the 1st job, the 2nd job, … and
the k th job occupy x1 , x 2 …, and xk vCPUs, respectively.
k

x  j



Here,

1

for





any

and

max{1, j  (k  1)  MC}  x  min{MC, j  k  1} . See an ex‐
ample of j  5 , k  3 and MC  4 . The possible way of the
three jobs sharing 5 vCPUs can be 1,1,3 , 1,3,1 , 1,2,2  ,

 2,1,2  ,  2,2,1 , or  3,1,1 . That is,

vCPUs in the th way. Proposition 1 provides the formula
( j ,k ,c )
for computing Pleave rel . The proof of Proposition 1 is pro‐

vided in the Appendix A of the supplementary file.
Proposition 1 Given the number of busy vCPUs j and the
number of jobs k in service, the probability that a depart‐
ing job releases crel vCPUs is
( j , k , crel )

Pleave

8. for
9.
10.
11.

3

from 2 to m do
from

max{1,  1  (  2  1)  MC }

to min{MC , 1   2  1} do

3
Ωall [1 ,  2 ]  Ωall [1 ,  2 ]  Parrival
 Ωall [1   3 ,  2  1]

=

 Ωspec [ 4 ][1   3 ,  2  1]

Ωspec [ 3 ][1 ,  2 ]


+ Parrival
 Ωall [1   3 ,  2  1]

bution of creq . State transitions due to a job departure de‐

We now describe state transition rules upon a job depar‐
ture in the following three cases: Case_D1, Case_D2, and
Case_D3.
Case_D1. i  0 and k  j  min{MC  k , m}
transition

rate

is

( j ,k ,crel )
k    Pleave

.

Here,

crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{MC, j  k  1} .
(0, j, k )  (0, j  crel , k  1)

(5)

3

14. endfor
15. endfor
16.endfor

Case_D2. i  1 and 1  k  j  min{MC  k , m}
The states reachable from state (1, j , k ) can be divided

Variables, Ωall [ j , k ] and Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ] , are defined in
the context where just when a job (one of the k jobs) is
completed, there are k jobs in service and each job can re‐
quest at most MC vCPUs. Ωall [ j , k ] denotes the probabil‐
ity that there are j busy vCPUs when one job is completed.
Thus, Ωall [ j, k ] 

Equation (4) indicates that crel does not follow the distri‐

the

endfor
Ωspec [ 3 ][1 ,  2 ]

(4)

k  Ωall [ j, k ]

Equation (5) describes the possible state transitions and

Ω spec [  4 ][  1 ,  2 ]  Ω spec [  4 ][  1 ,  2 ] 

P

13.

;

for  4 from 1 to MC do
3
arrival

12.

Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ]

gorithm 2 with the knowledge of m and MC. The correct‐
ness of Algorithm 2 is proved in Proposition 2 of Appen‐
dix A in the supplementary file.

[ ][ ,1]  P

spec
arrival
4.
5. endfor
6. for  1 from 1 to m do

2

and  [][crel ][ j , k ]

( j ,k ,c )
and Ωall [ j , k ] . That is, all Pleave rel can be calculated by Al‐


Ωall [ ,1]  Parrival

7. for

  [][crel ][ j, k ]

number of jobs in VM service and the busy vCPU number.
Given m and MC, Algorithm 2 calculates all Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ]

2. for  =1 to MC do
Ω

( j ,k ,  )
way

pend on not only crel of the departing job, but also the

1. set all Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ] and all Ωall [ j, k ] to zero.

3.

 1

denotes the number of jobs, each of which occupies crel

x1  1 , x  2  2 , and x 3  2 .

Input: m, MC
Output: Ωall and Ωspec

 P

xk
x1
x 2
( j ,k , )
 Parrival
 Parrival
  Parrival
Here Pway

[5,3]  6 .  =3 means

Algorithm 2: Calculate Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ] and Ωall [ j , k ]

[ j , k ]

[ j ,k ]


 1

( j ,k , )
Pway
. Ωspec [crel ][ j, k ] denotes the

probability that a job occupying crel vCPUs is completed
when there are there are j busy vCPUs. Thus,

into two categories. The first are those where the waiting
job cannot go into service, described in Equations (6) for
crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{ j  k  1, MC}
and

creq   min{m  j  crel , MC}  1, MC  .
(1, j, k )  (1, j  crel , k  1)

(6)

Here, creq is the number of vCPUs requested by the wait‐
ing job. The corresponding transition rate denoted as
MC



Parrival



  min{m  j  crel , MC }1
( j , k ,c )
 . The
rate _ D 21 is k    Pleave rel  
MC



Parrival



  m  j 1
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second are those where the waiting job enters into service,
given
by
Equation
(7)
for
crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{MC, j  k  1}
and

creq   m  j  1,min{m  j  crel , MC} .
(1, j, k )  (0, j  crel  creq , k )
The

transition

rate

(7)

denoted

as

rate _ D 22

is

MC

( j , k , crel )  creq

k    Pleave
Parrival
  Parrival
 . Now we explain them

  m  j 1


in detail. Before a job departure, the number of the availa‐
ble vCPUs is  m  j  . Thus, the number of vCPUs re‐

quested by the waiting job is in  m  j  1, MC  . Given j
and k , the probability of this waiting job requesting creq

 creq  MC


is  Parrival
  Parrival   . After a job departure, there are

   m  j 1



Case_D3. i  1 and 1  k  j  m
As in Case_D2, the number of vCPUs requested by the
first waiting job is in  m  j  1,min{m  j  crel , MC} .Define

x as the number of waiting jobs, which go into service after
a job departure. The states reachable from state (i, j , k ) can
be divided into the following four categories according to
x:
(i) The first waiting job cannot be in service after a job depar‐
ture.
In this situation, x  0 . Equations (8) describes all the
possible state transitions.

(i, j, k )  (i, j  crel , k  1)
The transitions rate is same as rate _ D 21

(8)

and

crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{MC, j  k  1} . The dis‐

 m  j  crel  free vCPUs. With these analyses, we now dis‐

cussions of the formula of Case_D2(i) can be applied to ex‐
plain Equation (8).

cuss the possible states which may be reached from state
(1, j, k ) and the corresponding transition rates for each

(ii) Only the first waiting job can go into service after a job
departure.

crel in the following three situations:
(i) m  j  crel  MC and creq   m  j  crel  1, MC  . In this
case, the first waiting job in the queue cannot go into ser‐
vice after a job departure because there are no enough
available vCPUs. Hence, given crel , j and k , the proba‐
bility that the waiting job cannot be in service is
MC
MC




Parrival
Parrival

 and then the state


  m  j 1
   min{m  j  crel , MC }1

transition rate from state (1, j , k ) to state (1, j  creq  crel , k )
is rate _ D 21 . This is the state transition rate formula for

In this situation, x  1 . Equation (9) describes state tran‐
sition for crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{MC, j  k  1}
and creq   m  j  1,min{m  j  crel , MC} .

(i, j, k )  (i  1, j  crel  creq , k )

(9)

Here, creq denotes the number of vCPUs requested by
the first waiting job and the transition rate denoted as
rate _ D32 is as follows
( j , k , crel )  creq
k    Pleave
  Parrival


MC

 


Parrival
Parrival

  

  m  j 1
    m  j  crel  creq 1

MC



Equation (6).
(ii) m  j  crel  MC and creq   m  j  1, m  j  crel  . In
this case, the waiting job in the queue can go into service
after a job departure. Thus, the state transition rate from
state (1, j , k ) to state (0, j  crel  creq , k ) is rate _ D 22 for

creq   m  j  1, m  j  crel 
can
 m  j  1, m  j  crel 
 m  j  1,min{m  j  crel , MC} .

.
be

Note
re‐written

that
as

(iii) m  j  crel  MC . The waiting job definitely goes
into service after a job departure. In addition,
 m  j  1,min{m  j  crel , MC} is equal to  m  j  1, MC  .
Thus, state (1, j , k ) would move to state (0, j  crel  creq , k )
with

rate

rate _ D 22

for

each

The discussions in Case_D2(ii, iii) can be applied to ex‐
MC

( j , k , crel )  creq

plain k    Pleave
  Parrival
Parrival
 in rate _ D32 . Let’s

  m  j 1


MC



Parrival
see 
 in rate _ D32 . The number of
   m  j 

c
c


1
rel
req


vCPUs requested by the second waiting job in the PM
queue can be from 1 to MC. After the first waiting job en‐
ters service, the number of available vCPUs is

m  j  c

rel

 creq  . Thus, the probability that the second job

MC


cannot enter service is 
P  . Then we get

   m  j  c  c 1 arrival 
rel
req


the transition rate formula for Equation (9).

creq   m  j  1,min{m  j  crel , MC} .

(iii) All the waiting jobs can go into service after a job depar‐
ture.

Combining (ii) and (iii), we obtain the state transition
rate formula for Equation (7).

In this situation, x  i  2 . Equation (10) gives the possi‐
ble state transitions.
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(i, j, k )  (0, j  crel  cavail , k  x  1)

(10)

the state transition rates in Section 4.1, we obtain the gen‐

.

erator matrix Q with  ( K  1)(m  1) 2  elements. Namely,

cavail denotes the number of free vCPUs after a departing

 ( K  1)(m  1)  balance equations, described in Equation

Here

crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{MC, j  k  1}

job releases crel vCPUs and cavail   m  j  2, m  j  crel  .
The transition rate denoted as rate _ D33 is as follows:

k P

( j , k , crel )
leave



three terms:


k    P





vCPUs.
MC
 creq


Parrival
 Parrival
 . The probability that the first

  m  j 1


waiting job, requesting creq vCPUs, goes into ser‐

( j , k , crel )
leave

(12).
(12)

Here   { (i , j ,k ) , 0  i  K ,0  j  m,0  k  m} . We define


P
Parrival 

  m  j 1

Some explanations about the rate is as follows. The num‐
ber of vCPUs requested by the waiting jobs except the first
one is in [1, MC]. rate _ D33 is composed of the following
MC

2

Q  0

 min{MC ,cavail  x 1}
Ωall [cavail  creq , x  1] 

 c 
 req m  j 1
creq
arrival

2

 nonzero   ( i , j , k ) , i  0 , 0  k  m, k  j  min(m, k  MC )
  (i , j , k ) , 1  i  K , 0  k  m ,
max{k , m  MC  1}  j  min{m, k  MC}
All the elements in  nonzero are non‐zero.  nonzero =
m min{ m , k  MC } 
 K m min{m , k  MC }
1    1 denotes the total ele‐
 

 i 1 k  0 j  max{k , m  MC 1} k  0 j  k


ments in  nonzero . TABLE 2 gives the values of  and

. A job departing rate with crel

 nonzero when m=120, K is from 20 to 60 and MC is from 1
to 8. TABLE 2 suggests the system parameters which cause
computation overhead.
TABLE 2 STATE NUMBER

vice.


Ωall [cavail  creq , x  1] . The probability (denoted as
Pleft ) that the waiting jobs behind the first waiting
job enter into service. The remaining

 x  1

jobs

share  cavail  creq  vCPUs. The definition of Ωall in‐
dicates that Pleft = Ωall [cavail  creq , x  1] .
(iv) More than one waiting job can go into service after a job
departure but the number of jobs entering service is less than i .

(11)

Here crel   max{1, j  (k  1)  MC},min{MC, j  k  1}

,

cavail   m  j  2, m  j  crel  and x   2,min{i, cavail  m  j} .
The

transition

rate

denoted

as

rate _ D34

is

MC




Parrival
 rate _ D33  
  , which consists of the


   m  j  crel  cavail 1


following two terms:



rate _ D33 . In Equation (11), rate _ D33 denotes the
probability that the first x waiting jobs enter into service.
MC





   m  j  crel  cavail 1



(120,60,8)
(120,60,4)
(120,60,1)
(120,40,8)
(120,40,4)
(120,40,1)
(120,20,8)
(120,20,4)
(120,20,1)

878401
878401
878401
590401
590401
590401
302401
302401
302401


Parrival
. The probability that the  x  1

th

waiting job cannot go into service.

4.2 Formulas for performance measures
We can now discuss how to compute all  (i, j ,k ) values. With

 nonzero
55621
27001
181
39221
19841
161
22821
12681
141

To compute the steady‐state probabilities, we first set the
value of each element in    nonzero to zero, representing

   nonzero

that the states in

Equation (11) gives all the possible state transitions.

(i, j, k )  (i  x, j  crel  cavail , k  x  1)

(m,K,MC)

do not exist. With

 ( K  1)(m  1)  balance equations from Equation (12) and
2

K

the normalization equation

m

m

 
i 0 j 0 k 0

(i , j , k )

  1 , we can use

Algorithm 1 to compute all  (i , j , k ) nonzero in the scenario
where a job is dropped only due to no nonFULL PMs if this
job is not rejected due to PMSA queue full. Note that these
equations cannot be solved in closed form we must resort
to a numerical solution as outlined in Section 5. Once ob‐
taining the steady‐state probabilities, we are able to com‐
pute the following performance measures:
1) Mean number of jobs in the PM waiting queue, given by
K

m

m

  i  
i 0 j 0 k 0

(i, j , k )



(13)

2) Mean number of jobs in VM service, given by
K

m

m

  k  
i 0 j 0 k 0

(i , j , k )



(14)

3) Mean number of busy vCPUs, given by
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K

m

9

m

  j  
i 0 j 0 k 0

(i , j , k )



(15)

4) Immediate service probability. If the waiting queue is
empty and the number of the free vCPUs is no less than
MC, the arriving job will go into service immediately. The
m  MC m

corresponding probability is

 
j 0 k 0

(0, j , k )

. If the waiting

queue is empty and the number of the available vCPUs is
less than MC, the probability that the arriving job will also
m j
 m 


    (0, j , k )   Parrival   . Hence,
j  m  MC 1  k  0 
 1

m

get into service is



the immediate service probability is
m  MC m

 
j 0 k 0

(0, j , k )



m j
 m 


    (0, j , k )   Parrival  
 1
j  m  MC 1  k  0 

m



(16)

5) Waiting service probability. If the waiting queue is not
empty, the arriving job will go into the waiting queue im‐
mediately.
The
corresponding
probability
is
K

m

m

 
i 1 j  0 k  0

(i , j , k )

 . If the waiting queue is empty, the prob‐

ability that the job will also get into the waiting queue is
m
m 
MC


  (0, j , k )   Parrival  . Hence, the total waiting


j  m  MC 1 k  0 
  m  j 1

service probability is
K m m
m
m 
MC

(17)

 ( i , j , k )      (0, j , k )   Parrival


i 1 j  0 k  0
j  m  MC 1 k  0 
  m  j 1

6) Job rejection probability ( Pdrop ). If the PM waiting
queue is full, an arriving job is dropped. This probability is
m

m

 
j 0 k 0

( K , j ,k )



7) Mean response time, given by
K m m
1
 i   (i, j ,k )   1

m m

 i 0 j 0 k 0
 1    ( K , j , k )  
 j 0 k 0


(18)

(19)

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS
Our literature investigation of analytic model‐based per‐
formance evaluation of IaaS CDCs indicated that only the
models proposed in [16] and [17] considered VM heteroge‐
neity. However, a direct comparison between their model
results and the results of the model proposed in this paper
is not very meaningful. The reason is that different as‐
sumptions (see in Section 2) are made in each modeling.
Although several real CDC workloads such as CloudSuite
[20] and Cloud traces [24][25] are available, these work‐
loads give very little information about their common VM
characteristics, such as the VM size [18]. Birke et al. [18] an‐
alyzed how virtualization technologies were utilized in
contemporary data centers but the workload is not public

and no information about job arrival and job service times
were given. Thus, this section performs model evaluation
by comparing our models’ numerical results with the sim‐
ulation results. We use the parameter settings used in [7]
and [8] for experiments. In addition, in the PM model eval‐
uation, we assume a wide range of values for our model
parameters so that the model can represent a large variety
of PMs in IaaS CDCs.
In the following, we first evaluate the accuracy of PM’s
monolithic model in Section 5.1 and then evaluate the ca‐
pability of hierarchical model in Section 5.2. The results for
both the analytical models and simulations are computed
using Maple 18 [20]. All simulations and numerical analy‐
sis are performed on a workstation with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7‐4790 CPU@3.60GHz and 8GB memory. In addition, the
operating system is Windows 7. Note that each simulation
is repeated 10 times and the average value of these repeti‐
tions is presented as the simulation results in the corre‐
sponding figures.

5.1 PM model accuracy under different parameters
We first present experiment results and discussions when
VM size follows uniform distribution in Section 5.1.1. Then
Section 5.1.2 presents experiment results and discussions
when VM size follows geometric distribution.

5.1.1 Model accuracy under uniform distribution
Our model parameters are set as follows:
 m. m varies from 10 to 120. These values are obtained
from the VMmark [26] results. Thus, the maximum
of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 120 VMs can be deployed on
a PM, respectively.
  . It is changed from 10% to 90%.
 PM buffer size K . K is varied from 10 to 60.
We first set m=10 and do experiments under different
MC, K and . Then these experiments are repeated under
m=20, 40, 60, 80 and 120, respectively. Experiment results
in terms of mean response time and job rejection probabil‐
ity are shown in Fig.5‐Fig.7. “M‐my” denotes the numeri‐
cal result and “S‐my” denotes the corresponding simula‐
tion result. Here, y is integer variable, denoting the maxi‐
mum number of vCPUs, m. In all these experiments, we set
 =1 and then any variation in m, MC or  can result in the
change in the value of  . When creq is uniformly distrib‐
x
uted, Parrival
  MC  1 / 2 . From the results of Fig.5‐Fig.7,

we observe that




The numerical results closely match with the simu‐
lation results in terms of mean response time and job
rejection probability.
For each m, when K and  are both fixed,  decreases
 ( MC  1)
with the increasing MC due to  
. Alt‐
2m
hough  decreases, both mean response time and
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5.1.2 Model accuracy under geometric distribution
We first set m=10 and do experiments by varying  from

the job rejection probability increase with the in‐
creasing MC. See the results in Fig.5. The reason is
that with the increasing MC, it is more difficult for
the arriving job to find enough free vCPUs and then
it cannot go into service.
For each m, when K and MC are both fixed, the num‐
ber of free vCPUs is decreasing with the increasing
 . Then the possibility that an arriving job obtains
immediate service is becoming lower. Thus, mean
response time and the job rejection probability both
increase with the increasing . See the results in Fig.6.
Note that  increases with the increasing  due to
 ( MC  1)

2m



10% to 90%. Then these experiments are repeated under
3
m=20, 40, 60, 80 and 120, respectively. MC  1 
,
psucc
where psucc is the probability of success in the geometric
distribution. MC in all experiments is set to 7. Fig.8 shows
the results, confirming the discussions and conclusions in
Section 5.1.1.

5.2 Hierarchical model accuracy
This sub‐section aims to evaluate the hierarchical model
capability by comparing numerical results and simulation
results. We assume VM size follows geometric distribution.
MC is set as in Section 5.1.2. Considering the computation
complexity of simulations under large N , we do experi‐

For each m, when  and MC are both fixed, variation
in K has less effect on the mean number of jobs in
service. But mean response time increases when in‐
creasing K. The job rejection probability decreases
when increasing K. See the results in Fig.7.



ments by setting N = 20, KC =50, K =16,   10 15 , and
m  20 . The job arrival rate at CDC varies from 10
jobs/hour to 28 jobs/hour. The PSAM searching delay is
1/900 hour. The mean job service time on a PM is 5 hours.
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Fig.5 Effect of MC on PM model accuracy when =0.9 and K=20
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Fig.6 Effect of  on PM model accuracy when MC=4 and K=20
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Fig.8 Effect of  on model accuracy under geometric distribution and MC=7

TABLE 3 PM  AND ALGORITHM 1 ITERATION NUMBER OVER JOB ARRIVAL RATE UNDER GEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION
Job arrival rate (jobs/hour)
PM 

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

0.3750

0.4375

0.5000

0.5625

0.6250

0.6877

0.7506

0.8140

0.8788

3

3

3
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3
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11
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Fig.9 Effect of job arrival rate on system performance under geometric distritution
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Fig.10 Effect of job arrival rate on system performance under uniform distritution
TABLE 4 PM  AND ALGORITHM 1 ITERATION NUMBER OVER JOB ARRIVAL RATE UNDER UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION
Job arrival rate (jobs/hour)
PM 
Iteration number

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

0.3130

0.3750

0.4380

0.5000

0.5625

0.6252

0.6890

0.7538

0.8251

0.9150

2

3

3

4

5

7

9

12

19

36

We compare the values of three performance measures:
(i) mean response time denoting the mean time of a job in
the CDC, (ii) PM immediate service probability defined in
Equation (16), and (iii) mean number of jobs in PM queue.
Job rejection probability from the CDC is too small to be
shown. TABLE 3 gives the corresponding vCPU utilization
 and iteration number of Algorithm 1 under different job
arrival rates. Fig.9 shows the performance variation under
different job arrival rates. We also repeat experiments
when VM size follows uniform distribution with MC=4.
TABLE 4 and Fig.10 show the results. The results indicate
that:




The hierarchical model can approximately capture
the CDC system behavior while being scalable,
shown in Fig.9 (a) and Fig.10 (a). This means that the
errors introduced by the decomposition of the mon‐
olithic model for a CDC are insignificant. In addition,
this indicates the effectiveness of Algorithm 1.
With the increasing job arrival rate, the iteration
number is increasing. It is because the steady‐state
value of NnonFULL is decreased with the increasing job
arrival rate. Then more time is required for NnonFULL
from its initial value until its steady‐state value.

6 MODEL DISCUSSIONS
This section first describes a new PMSA model. Then we
discuss the situations where there exist different types of
applications.

6.1 New PMSA model
Note that that there are a lot of PMs on a CDC. Therefore,
even if the number of job arriving to an IaaS data center is

high, the probability of job arriving at an individual PM is
low. So Poisson process can be used as an adequate model
for the job arrival process at a PM. It is certainly possible to
relax the assumption of exponential distribution by using
several known approaches at the cost of less scalable mod‐
els [36]. Thus, this section only discusses how to extend the
PMSA model described in Section 3 to the situation of a
more complex (non‐Poisson) job arrival process at CDC.
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Fig.11 New PMSA model under an On-Off arrival process

We replace the Poisson job arrival process at the PMSA
with an On‐Off arrival process. An On‐Off arrival process
is a special case of the Markov Modulated Poisson Process
(MMPP) [28], where an arrival source alternates between
an “On” state and an “Off” state. In the “On” state jobs ar‐
rive with exponentially distributed inter‐arrival times,
while in the “Off” state no job arrival occurs. The sojourn
times of the arrival source in both states are assumed to
follow exponential distributions with possibly different
rates. This choice of the arrival processes serves two pur‐
poses. Firstly, it captures the output process of PMSA more
accurately than the previous Poisson assumption, while re‐
taining much of the simplicity. Secondly, it serves as the
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basis for analyzing more complex job arrival processes at
the system, which in reality may be rarely Poisson.
Fig.11 describes new RMPA model. 1/  denotes mean
time for the arrival source to stay in the “On” state and
1/  denotes mean time for the arrival source to stay in the
“Off” state. In this new model, Pblock   ( KC on ) . When the
value of KC is small (e.g., KC  10 ), the steady‐state bal‐
ance equations of the Markov chain in Fig.11 can be solved
using well‐known numerical approaches such as Gauss‐
Seidel method or Successive Over‐relaxation. However, as
KC grows larger it is desirable to find a more efficient so‐
lution method. There are several candidates. One is to first
get the block structure of the underlying generator matrix
of the PMSA model. Then we apply methods such as ma‐
trix‐geometric solution [29] and spectral expansion
method [30] to get model solution.

6.2 Different virtualized resource types
This paper only considers the vCPU allocation. In real
CDCs, we need to consider the allocation of other virtualized resources, including memory, I/O, and network
bandwidth. When only one type of resource is crucial, our
modeling approach can be directly applicable. When a tenant requires more than one type of resource, and these resources are all crucial, it could be handled by the modeling
approach in two ways. The first is that we could define a
composite measure of these weighted resources. Then the
modeling approach also could be applicable directly. The
second is for the situation where we need to consider each
type of resource explicitly. Then we need to extend the
state space of PM model proposed in this paper and also
re-define the state transition rules. We leave the modeling
of the second situation for future work.

7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a hierarchical stochastic model for
quantifying the effects of variation in job arrival rate,
buffer size, the maximum vCPU numbers on a PM and VM
size distribution on the quality of cloud services. We describe the details of the proposed model and the formulas
for key performance metrics. Extensive experiments are
conducted to evaluate the proposed model.
This paper assumes all PMs in the active state. We are
planning to extend the proposed models to the scenario in‐
cluding PMs in other states, such as sleep and idle. In ad‐
dition, we plan to analyze the existing public workload
traces and then explore the possibilities of mapping some
trace information to VM size. We will also consider collect‐
ing private cloud workloads for job processing information
and virtualized resource consumption information. Then
we will use these realistic traces to parameterize the pro‐
posed models and carry out simulations. Note that this pa‐
per only considers the simple FCFS scheduling policy. Re‐
source allocation mechanisms have a significant influence
on QoS and system resource utilization [31]‐[34]. Further‐
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more, resource sharing techniques and system virtualiza‐
tion also often introduce performance interference among
co‐hosted VMs and then cause performance degradation
[27]. Thus, our future work will extend the proposed
model to capture these occurrences and the scenarios of the
other scheduling policies.
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